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1 - Akito's suprise

Fruits Baskets

My own little story

Tohru Honda-san was just starting the laundry, when Akito shows up.

“Hello, Akito-kun!” Tohru says.

“Is Shii-chan here?” asks Akito.

“Yes. He's in his office.” Then, Akito-kun walks inside without saying thank you.

“Shii-chan, we need to talk.”

“I'm fine, thanks. And you?” Shigure-kun says sarcastically.

“I want Tohru-kun to come to New Year's with you. There is something special I plan on doing to her.”

“You're suppressing her memories?!”

“No. Just bring her, OK?” Shii-chan nodded his head.

***

“Come on! The four of us need to get going!” shouted Shigure-kun.

“The four of us?” asked Yuki-kun.

“Yes, the four of us. Honda-san is coming too.”

Shigure-san, Tohru-kun, Yuki-kun, and Kyo-kun set off for the main house. `This is strange,' thought
Tohru. `Why does Akito want me at the main house? I'm not a Somha nor a member of the Zodiac.'

When they reached the main house, Akito was outside with Momiji-kun.

“Shii-chan, you go inside. I need to talk to these four alone.” Akito said. “Tohru-san, I've been noticing
that you take interest in these three boys. What I need you to do is choose the one you like the most and
at exactly midnight, you hug him.”



“But, won't he transform?” Tohru asked.

“You'll see.”

Tohru was put into the same room as Kisa Somha.

“Onee-chan! I'm so happy you're here! I heard what that meanie Akito-chan is making you do.”

“I can't choose. I just can't choose!”

***

It was 11:58pm.

“Ok. Everyone stand in a circle. Tohru, Yuki, Kyo, and Momiji stand in the center. Tohru, come here by
me.” Akito said.

11:59

“10. 9. 8. 7. 6. 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. GO!!!”

Tohru ran and hugged…

“Huh?” asked a bunny named Tohru Honda. “EEK! I've turned into a rabbit! Just because I hugged
Momiji?”

Tohru was very confused………………..

To be continued….



2 - Bigger Suprise

“Tada!” Akito said. “This was my surprise! You are now a Somha!” Tohru was confused, but very
pleased.

“What?!” yelled Kyo. “What do you mean Momiji is gonna live with us?!”

“Akito wants Momiji-kun to come live with us because Tohru is now the rabbit.” Shigure explained.

“ACHOO!” sneezed Tohru. She was in rabbit form.

“Poor, poor Tohru-san. She is very sick.” Momiji said as he held Tohru. “I'm gonna put you in bed. Your
clothes will be close.”

Momiji set Tohru down in her bed. As he walked out he bumped into Kyo. “Hallo, Kyo-kun!” Kyo just
snarled.

“Where is Onee-chan?” Kisa was there.

“In her bed, she is sleeping.” Momiji told Kisa.

“Huh?” Tohru said drowsily. “Ack! I'm naked!” Tohru hurried and put her clothes on. Kisa had left to
come back later. Knock, knock. 

“I'll answer it.” Tohru yelled.

“Hello?”

“Hi! I'm the doctor's son! Here, he wanted me to give this to you.”

“WHAT?!”

“Congratulations!” The boy ran and hugged her and then ran off.

“Tohru-san?” It was Momiji.
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